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The cascade in muonic deuterium atoms has been investigated experimentally, employing deeply depleted
charge-coupled devices as x-ray detectors. The relative x-ray yields for the muonic deuterium transitionsKa,
Kb, and Kg and theKa/Kb ratios have been measured at densities between 0.0107 and 1.145 of liquid-
hydrogen density. The results are compared with our measurements of the muonic x rays in hydrogen and in
liquid-hydrogen deuterium mixtures in search for an isotopic effect. A comparison of our results with recent
calculations is given.@S1050-2947~99!06906-1#


PACS number~s!: 36.10.Dr, 32.30.Rj, 32.70.Fw
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I. INTRODUCTION


Observing the photons emitted during the deexcitation
a muonic atom allows us to test our view of exotic atoms a
helps us to understand the complex chain of deexcita
processes, the so-called muonic cascade@1–7#.


Due to the muon’s mass, which is;207 times the elec-
tron mass, themd atom is much smaller than an ordina
deuterium atom and its energy levels are much deeper. W
UV light is emitted in transitions to the ground state of o
dinary deuterium (K series—Ka, Kb, Kg, . . .!, the corre-
sponding muonic transitions proceed via the emission o
rays with an energy of;2 keV.


Three main reasons motivated the present measurem
~i! In an earlier experiment@8# we have measured the


rays emitted during the cascade in muonic hydrogen.
observed x-ray yields andKa/Kb ratios were in rough
agreement with the existing calculations, but the compari
with a recent Monte-Carlo cascade calculation@6# showed
puzzling inconsistencies with respect to the influence
Coulomb deexcitation~see Sec. II!. The observed contribu
tion of this process and its effect on the density depende
of the Ka/Kb ratios do not correspond to the predictions
this calculation. As Coulomb deexcitation is thought to co
tribute significantly to the cascade only in hydrogen isotop
we wanted to confirm the importance of this process wit
measurement of the muonic cascade in deuterium. O
x-ray experiments@9–13# were not accurate or sensitiv
enough to clarify this question.
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~ii ! We also wanted to look for an isotopic effect in th
x-ray yields andKa/Kb ratios. Regarding the yields, theor
predicts a difference of only a few percent between muo
hydrogen and the heavier isotope, deuterium; the differe
expected in theKa/Kb ratios is up to;20% at liquid hy-
drogen density ~LHD!.1 This prediction needed to b
checked experimentally.


The search for an isotopic effect is also motivated
muon-catalyzed fusion (mCF). The muonic cascade sets th
initial conditions for mCF in hydrogen isotopes@14–17#.
Due to the high efficiency of the catalysis proces
deuterium-tritium mixtures are of special interest. The und
standing of isotopic effects in the atomic cascades of hyd
gen and deuterium is especially important for the predict
of the cascade processes in muonic tritium atoms, where
perimental investigations are still lacking and are very di
cult. Also, the understanding of the process of excited s
muon transfer in mixtures of hydrogen isotopes@18#, impor-
tant in mCF kinetics, requires the knowledge of the casca
in pure H2 , D2, and T2 as a prerequisite.


~iii ! The accuracy of the determination of the strong
teraction width of the energy levels in pionic deuteriu
(p2d), which is directly correlated to the pion-nucleon sca
tering length, is restricted by Doppler broadening of t
x-ray peaks, mainly caused by Coulomb deexcitat
@19,20#. The muonic cascade, unaffected by the strong in
action, may be used as a probe for the atomic deexcita
processes inp2d, which are thought to be comparable e
cept for the pion’s nuclear absorption due to the strong
teraction, which starts already at energy levels as high an
55.


.
-


1Liquid-hydrogen density~LHD!54.2531022 atoms/cm3.

209 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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We have performed a series of measurements to inv
gate the muonic cascade in hydrogen isotopes. In the pre
paper the experimental method is discussed in detail,
results for gaseous and liquid deuterium are presented,
these results are compared with measurements in pure hy
gen @8# and with new results in liquid hydrogen deuteriu
mixtures.


II. BRIEF SKETCH OF THE PRESENT THEORETICAL
PICTURE


When slowed down in a deuterium target, a muon c
form a md atom via Coulomb capture by replacing the ele
tron of the deuterium atom@1,21#. This leaves the muon
most likely in an initial state of 11<n<15 @22#. Rapid de-
excitation follows, ending with the muon in the 1s state,
where it can either decay or interact weakly with the nucle
@23#.


The muonic cascade proceeds via a competition of dif
ent collisional processes and emission of radiation. As
md atom is small and has no electric charge, it can penet
deeply into the electron cloud of neighboring atoms and m
ecules, where it is exposed to the strong inneratomic elec
magnetic fields of nuclei and electrons. The electric fie
can induce transitions of the muon to the next lower ene
level (n21) ~Coulomb deexcitation! @1# or between states o
various orbital angular momental ~Stark mixing! @1#.


Coulomb deexcitation is possible if the energy of the
teraction is comparable to the level spacing, in which c
induced transitions, predominately to the next lower lev
can occur@24#. The transition energy is directly transferre
to the kinetic energy of the collision partners. According
Markushin@5,6#, the muonic atom can be accelerated up
epithermal energies of;200 eV, which is equivalent to a
temperature of more than one million degrees. This is
only known cascade process which can accelerate an e
atom to such high energies. Coulomb deexcitation is
pected to cause up to 40% ofmd atoms in the ground state t
have energies above 50 eV@5#. Deceleration due to elasti
scattering is too slow to thermalize allmd atoms during the
cascade. Recent experiments on the muonic and pionic
cade in hydrogen@8,18,25–27# have demonstrated the im
portance of Coulomb deexcitation but this cascade proce
still considered the least known one@6#. Existing calculations
of the Coulomb deexcitation cross sections differ amo
themselves by more than one order of magnitude@24,28–
31#. Coulomb deexcitation is believed to contribute sign
cantly only to the muonic cascade of hydrogen isotop
while Stark mixing is important in the cascade of vario
light atoms.


Stark mixing is caused by the electric fields of surroun
ing nuclei @1,32#. These fields can induce rapid oscillatio
between all degeneratel sublevels of themd atom. For our
experimental conditions, the corresponding rates are la
compared to other cascade processes@5,6#. This guarantees a
statistical population of the variousl sublevels at all stages
In the investigated density region our observables are
sensitive to a small variation of the Stark mixing cross s
tions @2,5#.


Another important collisional cascade process is due
the external Auger effect. This effect designates the tra
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mission of the transition energy to an electron of a neighb
ing atom or molecule, which then is ionized. At our expe
mental conditions the external Auger effect dominates
cascade atn;7, because at this stage even aDn51 transi-
tion releases the energy necessary for ionization@7#.


Competing with all collisional processes are radiati
transitions. These transition rates do not depend on den
or collision energy and can be calculated very accura
@4,5#. The md atom gains~nearly! no kinetic energy in ra-
diative transitions. As x rays can be readily detected, thi
the most important process from our experimental point
view.


All of the above processes, except Coulomb deexcitat
are considered in the ‘‘standard cascade model’’@1–4,7,33#
which has another severe limitation: it does not take i
account the change of the kinetic energyemd of themd atom
during the cascade. This is important because the rates o
collisional cascade processes are energy dependent. R
Monte Carlo calculations of the cascade in muonic hydrog
and muonic deuterium@5,6# try to take into account the time
evolution of the kinetic energy of the muonic atom for e
ergy levelsn<6. This results in a complex distribution o
emd at various stages. This calculation also tries to expr
the lack of understanding of the real Coulomb deexcitat
rates by scaling the corresponding cross sections taken
Bracci and Fiorentini@24# by a factork: k50 corresponds to
no influence of Coulomb deexcitation as in the stand
casacade model;k51 means the cross sections from Re
@24# are correct. The understanding of Coulomb deexcitat
enables a reliable calculation of the energy distribution of
md atoms in the ground and some excited states.


As all of the effective collisional rates obviously sca
with density, one can influence the competition between
diation and collisional processes by selecting specific ta
conditions. In the density region observed in our experime
viz. 0.0107 to 1.145 of LHD, the transitions to the grou
state are strongly dominated by x-ray emission: at gas d
sities theory expects these transitions to proceed practic
always via x-ray emission; at LHD the probability for x-ra
emission is still; 95 % @2,5,6#.


A measurement of the x-ray yields tests the rates of
collisional processes considered in the cascade model;
Ka/Kb ratio tests the model at the energy leveln53, where
the competition between radiative transitions 3→1 and col-
lisional transitions 3→2 followed immediately byKa x rays
takes place. As the Auger deexcitation rates are believe
be well known@6,34#, this ratio can be regarded as a dire
test of the Coulomb deexcitation rates.


III. THE EXPERIMENT


A. Setup


The main observables in this experiment were the x r
originating from the 2→1, 3→1, and 4→1 transitions in
muonic deuterium. Their corresponding energies are ca
lated to be about 2.00 keV (Ka), 2.37 keV (Kb), and 2.50
keV (Kg).


We used the high-intensity muon beam of themE4 area at
PSI ~Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland! for our
measurements. Them-beam momentum was set t
;40 MeV/c for measurements at LHD and betwee
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28 MeV/c and 35 MeV/c for gas targets. This caused diffe
ent muon stopping distributions at various target densi
centered in the middle of the target cell. The correspond
widths @full width at half maximum~FWHM!# of these dis-
tributions in the beam direction were;4 mm for LHD and
;20 mm–100 mm for gas targets.


The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Incomi
negative muons were identified by a telescope of plastic s
tillation counters, viz., counter 3, with 3a in anticoinciden
mode, and brought to rest in deuterium contained in a silv
coated steel or aluminum target cell. Adapted to the expe
muon stopping distributions, the box-shaped target cells
a length of 34 mm in the beam direction for liquid deuteriu
and 95 mm or 110 mm for gas and a square shape per
dicular to the beam with a side length of 40 mm for liqu
and 65 mm for gas measurements.


Kapton and Hostaphan foils with a thickness of 12.5mm
~for the measurements at LHD! and 25mm or 36mm ~gas-
eous targets! were used as window materials to withsta
temperatures around 20 K~the target cell had to endure se
eral cooling cycles! and gas pressures up to 6 bar. To redu
radiation heating, superinsulation partly covered the tar
cell contained in an insulation vacuum jacket made of sta
less steel. An additional 12.5mm Kapton window separate
the target vacuum vessel from the detector vacuum.


A closed-loop helium compressor system was used
cool the target cells to temperatures between 20 and 35
Temperature and pressure of the target were monitored
controlled during all the runs.


The D2 gas was filled directly into the target cell via
palladium filter and a liquid-nitrogen trap to reduceZ>2
contamination to less than 10 ppm. High-Z materials would


FIG. 1. Top view of the setup of the experiment. The display
target cell was used for measurements of gaseous deuterium
filling tube and extraction capillary were fixed outside the cell. T
filling and extraction opening was in the center of the upper tar
cell wall. Two separated vacuum vessels were used: one for
target~Vac1!, and one for the CCD detector~Vac2!. The scintilla-


tion counter telescope 3, 3āwas used to detect incoming muon
the electron counter to detect electrons following muon decay; b
were necessary to ensure an optimum stopping efficiency. A sm
target cell, adapted to the expected extent of the muon stop
distributions, was used for the measurements at LHD@18#.
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induce excited state muon transfer and change the spe
intensity pattern of theK lines @18,35,36#. Gas samples were
taken directly out of the target cell during all measureme
and checked for impurities with a quadrupole ma
spectrometry system~QMS! @37#.


A Monte Carlo simulation of our setup showed a neg
gible number of muon stops close to the target walls a
windows. Thus excited state transfer to wall materials sho
be negligible for our measurements. This was confirmed b
monitoring Ge-diode detector, which did not observe d
layed ~with respect to the muon stop! muonic aluminum x
rays at a level higher than 0.1% of the promptm stops.
PromptmAl x rays are due to muons directly stopping in th
target cell walls; delayed Al x rays are caused by muo
which, after themd atom drifts to the wall, transfer to the
aluminum atoms.


The electron counter was used to measure the elect
originating from muon decay in deuterium. The correspon
ing characteristic lifetime oft0;2.2 ms was observed. The
relative intensity of decay electrons was used to tune
muon momentum for an optimal stopping position.


B. X-ray detector


For this measurement we used charge coupled dev
~CCDs! as an x-ray detector@38–41#. The detector consisted
of two independent, deeply depleted CCD chips2 each having
an active detection area of;25317 mm2 (;880 000 pixels!
and a depletion thickness of;30 mm. The pixel size is
22.5mm322.5mm. The material of the chip was mainl
silicon with small absorption layers of SiO2 and Si3N4 on the
surface.


Electronically, each chip was split into two halves
shorten the readout time to;28 s. This slow readout guar
anteed an energy resolution ofDEFWHM;6% at 2 keV;
faster readout would have resulted in a lower pixel trans
efficiency @42#.


Liquid nitrogen was used to cool the CCD sensors
;160 K by using a copper rod as a thermal connector. T
resulted in a drastic reduction of the thermal noise.


Due to the specific interaction characteristics of x rays
our detector, we were able to apply a pattern recognit
algorithm to separate ‘‘true’’ x-ray hits from charged pa
ticles using a ‘‘single pixel’’ selection criterion@40–43#. A
‘‘single pixel’’ was considered to be a ‘‘true’’ x ray if the
charge content of the surrounding eight neighbor pixels w
statistically compatible with the noise peak of the CCD
This was checked via the distributions of the mean and m
mum energy deposited in the neighboring pixels and of th
standard deviations@42–45#. For the case of a ‘‘true’’ x ray
these three distributions reflect the respective noise peak
tributions.


Depending on the absolute beam intensity, CCD ex
sures lasted on the average three minutes. All hits in
time interval were recorded as one exposure. Not more t
;15% of the CCDs’ pixels were allowed to be hit, otherwi
the detection efficiency would have been decreased seve


2Type CCD-05-20-207 by EEV~English Electric Valve!, Water-
house Lane, Chelmsford, Essex, England.
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More than 40% pixel hits would have made it very difficu
to apply our pattern recognition algorithm.


Some of the energy spectra are displayed in Fig. 2.
target density is decreasing from~a! to ~d!. One can clearly
see the density dependence of the individual line yields,
pecially the dramatic rise of theKb line with decreasing
density. The radiative 4→1 transition seems to be releva
only at gas densities, because with increasing density c
sional processes obviously dominate over x-ray emission
significant contribution fromK lines higher thanKg has
been observed. Figure 2~d! also shows the observed isotop
energy shift of theKmd lines compared to theKmp peaks
~dotted lines!. The x-ray peak at 1.74 keV is due to fluore
cence excitation of the detector’s silicon material.


IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS


A. Determination of the detection efficiency


The knowledge of the relative difference of the x-ray d
tection efficiency at the variousK series energies was esse
tial for our analysis. Therefore all x-ray absorbers betwe
the places of origin and of detection of the x rays had to
known precisely. A Monte Carlo simulation program w
written to account for all relevant effects@46#.


FIG. 2. Energy spectra of muonic x rays observed in deuter
at various target densitiesF ~given in units of LHD!: ~a! F
51.145,~b! F50.0783,~c! F50.0399,~d! F50.0133. The lines
corresponding to theKa


md, Kb
md, andKg


md transitions are separated
The solid lines indicate Gaussian fits. The density dependenc
the line intensities is clearly visible. The x-ray peak at 1.74 keV
due to fluorescence excitation of the detector’s silicon material.
isotopic energy shift compared to muonic hydrogen is demonstr
in ~d!, where the dotted lines display the correspondingKmp lines
which were observed in muonic hydrogen@8#.
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~i! We used theGEANT simulation package@47# to calcu-
late the muon stopping distributions in the respective targ
The stopping point of the muon in the target deuterium w
considered to be the origin of the cascade x rays. The ce
of the stopping distribution coincided with the center of t
target cell. Changing the stopping center by63 cm
(61 cm for measurements at LHD! in the beam direction
and by61 cm in both perpendicular directions caused d
ferent effective thicknesses of the absorbers~e.g., the path
length in deuterium strongly depends on the stopping cen!.
This allowed us to estimate this particular contribution to t
uncertainty of the detection efficiency.


~ii ! The high gas pressure inside the target cell caused
windows to bulge. Before and after operation, the ex
thicknesses of the windows were measured to an accurac
;1 mm. Because of the small thermal expansion coeffici
of the window materials, we considered the shape and th
nesses measured at room temperature to reflect those a
perimental conditions. The calculation of the x-ray abso
tion in Kapton and in Hostaphan was check
experimentally by measuring the x-ray absorption in foils
different thickness@44#. This was done with a Ge-diode de
tector and a55Fe-source to a precision better than 5%.


~iii ! The exact shape of the respective target cell and
convex shape of its windows was simulated. This was c
sidered to introduce an additional error of61 mm for the
window thicknesses.


~iv! The x-ray absorption in deuterium was calculated b
tween the point of origin of the x ray and the windows of t
respective target cell.


~v! The individual absorption layers of the CCD chip
were simulated according to the production thicknesses@48#.
The intrinsic absorption efficiency was checked experim
tally at the 10% level by measuring the known intens
ratios of electronic x-ray lines in the region 1–10 keV@49#
and of antiprotonic nitrogen and oxygen x rays at very lo
gas densities@44,50#. At such densities x-ray transitions a
high n levels were shown to have equal intensities@51#.
Hence the measured line intensities directly reflect the de
tor efficiency. The actual thickness of the depletion reg
was assumed to be 30mm. Its exact value was of mino
importance for the efficiency evaluation in the 2 keV regio


~vi! We used the x-ray-absorption coefficients given
Ref. @52#. For the exact absorption behavior of silicon a
silicon compounds we have used the results of@53,54# which
measured the x-ray absorption of similar CCDs produced
EEV. The x-ray-absorption fine structure~XAFS! was taken
into account. The error of the absorption coefficients, wh
is not given in Ref.@52#, was estimated to be;5% by com-
parison with the calculations of Refs.@55,56#.


In Fig. 3~a! the calculated energy dependence of the
tection efficiency and the contributions of the various a
sorbers are displayed for the measurement at a density of
of LHD. The dotted lines show the estimated 1s error bands.
Figure 3~b! shows the efficiencies for various setups.


It should be emphasized that only the efficiency rat
~relative efficiencies! h(Ka)/h(Kb) and h(Ka)/h(Kg)
are needed in the analysis@h(Ki) denotes the efficiency a
the energy of the respectiveKi x-ray peak#. The error of the
efficiency calculation was evaluated by using minimum a
maximum thicknesses of the different absorbers, measu
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directly or estimated by simulation.
To show the various contributions to the calculated er


of the detection efficiency, we use again the example of
measurement at 4% of LHD, whereh(Ka)/h(Kb)50.413
60.058. The relative error of this efficiency ratio of;14%
is the sum of the following uncertainties:~i! 8.1% ~Kapton
and Hostaphan windows!, ~ii ! 4.0% ~x-ray absorption coef-
ficients!, ~iii ! 1.8% ~thickness of CCD absorption layers!,
~iv! 0.04% ~path length in deuterium of 4% of LHD!, ~v!


FIG. 3. The calculated energy dependence of the x-ray detec
efficiency. The solid angle of the active detection area of the CC
is neglected.~a! Detection efficiency for the measurement atF
54% of LHD (a, full line!. It is the product of the given contri
butions due to absorption in the windows (b, dashed-dotted line!,
absorption in the CCD top layers (c, dashed line!, and absorption in
the deuterium gas~d, dashed-dotted line!. A variation of the deple-
tion thickness between 15 and 50mm does not affect the efficienc
in the relevant energy region. The dotted lines give the errors
culated with minimum (e) and maximum (f ) absorption thick-
nesses, respectively. The effect of x-ray-absorption fine structur
the total efficiency (a) is not visible at this scale.~b! Detection
efficiency for four different measurements atF50.04 (a, full line!,
F51.0 (g, dashed line!, F50.01 (h, dotted line!, F50.08 (i ,
dashed-dotted line!. The difference is mainly due to the differen
thicknesses of the target cell windows for the respective setup

r
e


0.006%~deuterium density!. These numbers vary for the dif
ferent measurements. As some of the contributions are
fully independent in terms of statistics, we conservative
estimate the total error by adding them linearly.


B. Analysis of the energy spectra


The measured energy spectra were analyzed by fit
Gaussians with energy-dependent widths to the individ
lines @18,40,41,44#. The background was approximated by
constant and a term depending linearly on energy. The p
at 1.74 keV was due to fluorescence of the detector’s sili
material. Its position and width are very well known and t
line can be accurately approximated by a Gaussian.


In a m1 run we observed the shape of the background
to bremsstrahlung. An additional empty target run prov
that no other background peaks were visible in the relev
energy region.


The line intensities were corrected with the calculated
tection efficiency. From the corrected intensities two quan
ties were evaluated:~i! The relative yield of eachK line,
which is given by the intensity of this K line (Ki , i
5a,b,g! divided by the sum of the intensities of all ob
servedK lines (Ktot5( iKi); ~ii ! theKa/Kb ratio (K ratio!.
~Intensity of theKa line divided by the intensity of theKb
line.!


C. Results inD2


Our results for the relative x-ray yields and theKa/Kb
ratio in muonic deuterium are given in Table I. Figure
compares the relative yields with the new calculations
Aschenauer and Markushin@6# in terms of different scaling
factorsk for Coulomb deexcitation~see Sec. II!: k50 means
no relevant contribution from this process;k51 means the
cross sections of Bracci and Fiorentini@24# are correct. In the
density region investigated, the calculations predict the re
tive yield and its density dependence to depend significa
on the contribution of Coulomb deexcitation~Fig. 4!. A
strong, approximately linear dependence on density is p
dicted for theKa/Kb ratio, as seen in Fig. 5.


In Fig. 4, the displayed data point at LHD includes a 5
correction due to collisionally induced transitions to t
ground state, according to@6#. These transitions cannot b
observed by our x-ray detector. This correction is necess


on
s


l-


on

in
in the

TABLE I. Results of the muonic x-ray measurements in deuterium.T indicates the target temperature
K. The given experimental errors include statistical errors and contributions due to uncertainties
efficiency correction.


Density ~LHD! T ~K! Ka/Ktot Kb/Ktot Kg/Ktot Ka/Kb


1.14560.0060 23.860.1 0.95360.025 0.04760.010 0.060.002 20.362.7
1.14260.0030 24.060.1 0.95460.015 0.04660.006 0.060.002 20.662.2


0.078360.0007 31.560.2 0.82960.029 0.15660.026 0.01660.004 5.3261.27
0.075160.0007 31.760.2 0.82660.033 0.15760.027 0.01860.007 5.2760.90
0.061360.0003 30.660.2 0.78860.040 0.19060.033 0.02260.013 4.1560.78
0.056060.0005 31.260.2 0.79460.040 0.18460.032 0.02260.011 4.3160.74
0.039960.0003 28.060.2 0.68560.035 0.27560.029 0.04060.007 2.4960.35
0.013360.0001 27.160.2 0.53860.042 0.36560.031 0.09760.014 1.4860.22
0.010760.0001 30.360.2 0.56860.062 0.34560.056 0.08660.029 1.6560.30
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only at LHD and only to compare the measured ‘‘relative
yield with the ‘‘absolute’’ yield given in the calculation. On
could also use our definition of the relative yield and extr
the relevant values from the calculation, in which case
would not have to correct the measured values. No cor
tion was applied for the gas measurements because gro
state transitions are expected to be purely radiative at the
densities investigated.


Regarding the x-ray yield, the observed density dep
dence is reproduced quite well by theory. The experime


FIG. 4. The density dependence of the yield of muonicK lines
in deuterium. The experimental value of the relative yield is giv
as the number of counts in oneK line (Ki , i 5a, b, g! divided by
the total count rate in all observedK lines (K tot5( iKi). The plotted
data points at LHD include a 5% correction due to collisiona
induced transitions to the ground state@6#. Filled circles, squares
and triangles indicate the relative yields forKa, Kb, andKg tran-
sitions, respectively. Our results are compared with the calcul
density dependence calculated by Aschenauer and Markushin@6#
for different scaling factorsk50 ~dashed line!, k50.5 ~dotted line!,
andk51 ~solid line!.


FIG. 5. ~a! The density dependence of theKa/Kb ratio mea-
sured in muonic deuterium~filled triangles!. The theoretical curves
are the calculations of Aschenauer and Markushin@6# ~see Fig. 4!.
~b! The low-density region magnified.
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errors include statistical errors and contributions due to
certainties in the efficiency correction. Although the yie
measurement is not very sensitive tok within the experimen-
tal errors, it favors values ofk'1. An even higher contribu-
tion of Coulomb deexcitation is suggested by our data
densities around 8% of LHD.


In Fig. 5 our results for theKa/Kb ratios are displayed
together with calculation@6#. The data at LHD favor a scal
ing factor between 0.1 and 0.5, however the data at;4%
and ;8% of LHD are higher than expected by theory. A
though each of these points has a large error bar, toge
they indicate a significant deviation from thek51 calcula-
tion.


Comparing all our experimental results in deuterium w
theory, they indicate an important contribution of Coulom
deexcitation to the muonic cascade. An unambiguous de
mination of the correct value of the scaling factork is not
possible. In fact, the Monte Carlo cascade model cannot
produce the density dependence of our data by simply s
ing the Coulomb deexcitation cross sections from@24#. This
clear indication of a more complex density dependence co
be due to possible new processes, for example, the exist
of molecular effects@57,58#.


D. Comparison of results in D2 , H2 ,
and hydrogen deuterium mixtures


We can compare our measurements in D2 and H2 @8# in
search of an isotopic effect. We do not observe any diff
ence for either theK yield or theKa/Kb ratio. Comparing
the density dependence of theK yield of muonic deuterium
~Fig. 4! and muonic hydrogen@8#, one can see a comparab
systematic deviation from the theoretical expectation@6# but
no isotopic difference. This is also true for the experimen
values of theKa/Kb ratios ~Fig. 5 and Ref.@8#!.


A direct quantity for expressing the isotopic diffe
ence between theKa/Kb ratios can be defined asRmp


2Rmd; (Rmp5Ka
mp/Kb


mp in muonic hydrogen @8#, Rmd


5Ka
md/Kb


md in muonic deuterium!. The calculation derived
from Ref. @6# predicts an (Rmp2Rmd) dependence on den
sity, different for varying contributions of Coulomb deexc
tation to the cascade. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the


d


FIG. 6. The density dependence of the difference between
Ka/Kb ratios of muonic hydrogen and deuterium (Rmp–Rmd). Our
experimental points~filled dots! are compared to the calculation o
Aschenauer and Markushin@6#. The lines are interpolations fork
50 ~dashed line!, k50.5 ~dotted line!, andk51 ~solid line!.
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culation is rather insensitive to varying contributions of Co
lomb deexcitation at gas densities, but a clear difference
different scaling factorsk exists at LHD. However, the ex
perimental values do not display a dependence on den
over the whole range of measurements from;1% to
;100% of LHD. The experimental point at LHD clearl
favors the assumptionk50. ~For this evaluation we have
neglected the difference in density for liquid H2 and D2.!


Additional measurements of the radiative transitions
the density region between 10% and 100% of LHD co
shed light on the actual density dependence and on the a
rate contribution of Coulomb deexcitation. Such measu
ments have not been done yet as they require a very st
material for the thin target windows which presently does
exist. Current high pressure target windows absorb too m
x rays to permit a statistically significant observation of
keV x rays.


Measurements of the muonic cascade in tritium wo
also be desirable to see if there is a difference in theKa/Kb
ratio compared to that in hydrogen or deuterium.


In addition to isotopically pure targets, we have measu
the dependence on the deuterium concentration of the
yields and theKa/Kb ratio in liquid hydrogen deuterium
mixtures. This density was chosen because theory exp
the largest isotopic difference (;20%) for theKa/Kb ratio
at liquid density.


In mixtures of hydrogen isotopes one has to take i
account one additional cascade process, the transfer o
muon in excited states@18,35,45,59#, which changes the in
tensity pattern of theK lines observed at each isotope. Th
transfer is expected to proceed between isotopic states o
same principal quantum number and does not lead to cas
deexcitation. Therefore, the total yield, given for theKa line
by (Ka5Ka


mp1Ka
md or for the Kb line by (Kb5Kb


mp


1Kb
md, divided by(Ktot5K tot


mp1K tot
md, respectively, should be


independent of the excited state transfer process.
Assuming the same importance of Coulomb deexcitat


in the cascade of muonic hydrogen and muonic deuterium
LHD, one expects an isotopic effect for the(Ka yield @Fig.
7~a!# of only ;1%, for the(Kb yield @Fig. 7~b!# of more
than ;10% and for the (Ka /(Kb ratio ~Fig. 8! of
;15–25%, for a given value ofk.


As a result of these measurements, given in Table II,
can state that the intensity pattern of the sum of the rela
intensities of the respectiveK lines ~total yield! does not
depend on deuterium concentration. Again, no isotopic
ference between deuterium and hydrogen, neither for the
tal yield nor for the(Ka /(Kb ratio has been observed.


In Figs. 7 and 8 these results are compared with the
culations from Refs.@6,34#. There the parametersk50.5 and
kt50.5 ~scaling factor for the excited state transfer cro
sections! were selected for the best fit of theq1s parameter
~Refs. @18,35#! in hydrogen deuterium mixtures. Our me
surements deviate from this prediction, although one ha
keep in mind the large experimental errors in comparison
the expected effect.


From our measurements at LHD we can derive that
probability for radiative deexcitation at the levelsn52 and
n53 is equal for D2 and H2 within the experimental errors
We have not observed an isotopic effect in the competit
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between collisional processes and x-ray emission at thn
53 level.


Besides our measurement atcd50.5 in a nonequilibrated
hydrogen deuterium mixture (50% H2 molecules, 50% D2
molecules!, we have also investigated a hydrogen deuteri
mixture at cd50.5 in molecular equilibrium~equilibrated
mixture: 25% H2 molecules, 50% HD molecules, 25% D2
molecules!, both as liquids. The molecular composition
the target was carefully determined with the mass spectr
eter ~QMS! at the beginning, during, and at the end of th
measurement. From the equality of these two measurem
we conclude that there are no effects larger than 10% du
the different isotopic composition of the molecules involv
in the collisional deexcitation.


In conclusion, we find that scaling the Coulomb deexci
tion cross sections is not enough to reproduce our meas


FIG. 7. The dependence of the~a! total Ka yield and~b! total
Kb yield on the deuterium concentration in liquid-hydrogen deu
rium mixtures. Our measurements~filled dots and triangles! are
compared to the theoretical expectation taken from@6,34# for the
Coulomb deexcitation scaling factorsk50 ~dashed line!, k50.5
~dotted line!, andk51 ~full line!. There is no dependence onkt ,
the scaling factor of the excited state transfer cross sections
pected. Note the different ranges on they axis of ~a! and ~b!.


FIG. 8. The dependence of the(Ka /(Kb ratio on the deuterium
concentration in liquid-hydrogen deuterium mixtures. Our expe
mental points~filled dots! are compared to the theoretical expec
tion taken from@6,34# for scaling factorsk50 ~dashed line!, k
50.5 ~dotted line!, andk51 ~full line!. No dependence onkt , the
scaling factor of the excited-state transfer cross sections, is
pected.
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TABLE II. Results of the muonic x-ray measurements in liquid hydrogen@8# and liquid H2 /D2 mixtures.
cd indicates the deuterium concentration in the isotopic mixture. The given experimental errors in
statistical errors and contributions due to uncertainties in the efficiency correction.


Density ~LHD! T ~K! cd (Ka /(Ktot (Kb /(Ktot (Ka /(Kb


0.97060.005 22.160.1 0.00060.001 0.95260.019 0.04860.008 19.962.5
0.97960.003 22.760.1 0.09960.004 0.95260.028 0.04860.004 19.861.8
1.03560.005 21.360.1 0.24760.006 0.95360.021 0.04760.004 20.361.9
1.07560.005 21.960.1 0.49960.008 0.95160.021 0.05060.005 19.062.0
1.07060.005a 22.160.1 0.50060.008 0.95360.016 0.04860.005 19.962.1


aWhile all the other mixtures contain practically only H2 and D2 molecules, this is an equilibrated mixtur
having 25% H2 , 50% HD, and 25% D2 molecules.
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ments by a cascade calculation. The large variation of
scaling factor describing the measurements in Figs. 4–8
dicates that, in the Monte Carlo cascade calculation@6# at
least, the Coulomb deexcitation cross sections and their
sity dependence are wrong, or, that not all cascade proce
were taken into account. Both possibilities definitely call f
an improved theoretical treatment.


New results from PSI concerning theK yields in H2 and
D2 at very low gas densities (F,0.1% of LHD! @60# will
complement our investigations.


Experiments measuring the x rays in pionic hydrogen a
deuterium @61# have found an isotopic effect for theKa
yield at a pressure of 40 bar (;5% of LHD!. Regarding the
pionic cascade in hydrogen and deuterium, a fair agreem
between theory and experiment could be obtained by
ploying a Coulomb deexcitation scaling factork50.560.2.
This value ofk also fits the results obtained by neutron tim
of-flight measurements after pion capture in hydrogen@62#.


But additional uncertainties in pionic hydrogen and de
terium due to the inexact knowledge of the Stark mixi
rates and of the nuclear absorption complicate the dete
nation of the cascade parameters. Therefore the compa
with the muonic case is an important constraint for the C
lomb deexcitation rates.


V. SUMMARY


We have performed a systematic investigation of
muonic cascade in deuterium and searched for an isot
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.
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effect in comparison with our measurements in hydrogen
in liquid hydrogen deuterium mixtures, thus providing a
accurate database for theK yields and theKa/Kb ratios.
These data allow a detailed comparison with recent calc
tions, which treat the Coulomb deexcitation rates as an
justable parameter. Our detailed data cannot be consiste
explained by scaling one model parameter only. In parti
lar, we observe~i! a density dependence of theK yield and
the Ka/Kb ratio different from theoretical expectation,~ii !
no isotopic difference for the line yields and theKa/Kb
ratios, in contrast to theory.


We would like to stimulate improved calculations of th
cross sections of the various cascade processes which c
then be included in an improved cascade simulation.
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